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The purpose of this background document is to discuss five,issues related, to the 

questions to be considered by the Food and Drug Administration Food Advisory 

Subcommittee about the evaluatio-n of normnl,,physical growth as an indicator of 

nutritional adequacy of new infant formulas. The five issues are: 

1. Sensitivity and usefulness of several types of comparisons for comparing test cohorts 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Circumstances where one type of comparison might be preferable to another and the 

in clinical growth studies of new infant formulas, 

Potential for evaluating a meaningful difference in growth increments per day from 

clinical growth studies of new infant formulas, 

Impact of transformations of raw data measurements into non~alized indices, 

Advantages and disadvantages of comparing group means and standard deviations 

and of comparing growth measurements for individual children with various 

reference data sets, 

possible impact on study conclusions. 

Each of these five issues is discussed in turn, and then conclusions are presented. ,. ,e.s _...X1v./r,l ,.._ “” .$.hj”, ,, 

Issue 1: Comparing test cohorts in clinical growth studies 

Determination of physical growth is an important part of evaluating a new infant 

formula. The Academy of Pediatrics (1988) suggested that weight gain over the first four 

months should be examined, with measurements taken on a coho,rt of infants, re”ceiving 

formula at 14,60, and 120 days. It was also suggested that rates of weight gain (g/day) 

should be calculated for the: 14$o-.6Qday, 60-to-120-day, and 14-to-120-day periods. 

To evaluate the adequacy of growth on the new infant formula, it is necessary to 

make a comparison to another group of infants not bei.ng fed the new infant formula and 
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whose growth is deemed to be adequate. The comparison group might be infants: a) 

randomized to receive a -standard, established infant formula, b) whose growth is 

represented in a reference, c) whose measurements are in a currently available data set, 

and d) whose measurements are in historical data sets,,Each of these choices has _‘ -, ._ _,,, 

advantages and disadvantages. 

The advantages of using a randomized comparison group fed a standard, 

established formula are considerable,, Randomized clinical studies are favored,becaus.e-of 1 ,_ ).~_ “,^k, -~.\, “, ,. *,,. .v . .*; *.*/ T,,_< ^‘. ,Ix”,V”... . . 

the theoretical close control,of measured and ugeasured7 factors, that ,might influence the 

outcome (e.g., weight gain). Design features can be incorporated into randomized studies / 

to minimize known sources.of potential bias. For example, infants might be stratified on ,. I 

the basis of gestational age and then randomization done within the strata, thereby 

ensuring that gestational age cannot be a confounding factor. The probability statement 

from the statistical test that summarizes the.resu& is justified on the randomized design 

as well as the statistical model used. The disadvantage of the randomized design is that 

the sample size is twice as large as the other approaches, because growth must also be 

measured on the concurrent” comparison group. 

The advantages of using a comparison to a reference are that the adequacy of 

growth is compared to a known, established reference sample and only one group of 

infants is measured. There are four principal disadvantages of such a comparison. First, 

the cohort fed the new.infant fomm.da.may differ in some important ways from the 

reference sample. For example, infants with higher socioeconomic status or lower birth 

weight might grow somewhat faster. Second, existing references may exhibit somewhat 

different growth patterns from those of the cohort fed the new (or even a standard, 
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established infant forrrmla). It is well documented that infants exclusively breast-fed in 

the first several,months grow differently than infants fed formula (WHO Working Group 

on Infant Growth, 1995; Dewey, 1998; Butte et al., 2000; Frongillo, 2001). For example, 

Hediger et al. (2000) found a difference of about 120 g between exclusively breast-fed 

and never breast-fed infants ,at 4-7 months, in the nationally representative third National I ,), ̂ * .“j __ 

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) of the U.S. conducted during 

1988- 1994. Other studies have found other differences, depending in part on the extent of i ...-I -” . ..I *a-~ xnrr *r,* ,,.,. “) ~ Ir/ liljW 

exclusive breast-feeding in the sample (Dewey, 1998; Frongillo, 2001). Third, the current 

U.S. reference (Kuczmarski et al., 2000) was constructed as a cross-sectional reference. 

Consequently, this reference does‘not represent well the variability in growth increments 

over the first four months th,at should ,be. the basis for the statistical test,of a,dequacy of i.8~. ,,_ <” /,,i <_:j &W,,. *//w _ ,,_. 

growth. Fourth, reference data are not free of sampling error. For example, the NHANES 

III data set that is the basis for the-early months of the current U.S. growth reference for 

weight (Kuczmarski et al., 2000) has measured weights on about 100 infants of each sex 

at both three and four months, of age, and about 34 of each sex at two months, Although 

the U.S. reference is somewhat more precise than implied by this sample size (because of 

additional data used at birth and smoothing techniques to construct the reference), the , . x ,. ,_) , ,._ 

reference is not perfectly precise as is sometimes mist&enly assumed when doing one- 
. 

sample statistical tests comparing the growth of a cohort to a reference. 

Currently available data and historical data, both refer to, existing data that were 

collected earlier in time. The use of existing, earlier data would minimize data, collection. 

But, the concern would be that thecharacteristics of the sample of infants on the new 1 . (, .‘,,, “%>, ,, .,* *.,. ” ** _,,*I.. -*a.* .<*, 

infant formula might differ in some important ways from those in the earlier samples. 
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Issue 2: Evaluating a meaningful difference in growth increments per day 

When designing a study to compare growth increments of groups of infants, it is 

important to plan for a sample size that will give sufficient statistical power for the 

smallest meaningful difference. The smallest meaningful difference is not the difference 

expected or the difference that others have found. It is-the smallest -difference -that would, _” 

be substantively important, which begs the question as to whether substantive importance 

should be considered primarily on individual or population grounds. That is, should we 

be considering the differential growth of individual infants or groups of infants? Given 

that a new infant formula will likely be used by a large number of infants, the population 

perspective is the most salient. 

It has previously been recommended that the smallest meaningful difference in 

growth increment is 3 g/day, or 3 18 g for the period of 14 to 120 days (Academy of 

Pediatrics, 1988). The basis for this recommendation is not establishedin that report. If 

two different infant fo.rmulas resulted in a difference of 3 18 g of weight at 4 months of 

age, that means that the entire distribution of weight would be shifted by that amount. To 

gauge whether 3 18 g is a small or large difference, it is helpful to reflect both on the 

distribution of infant growth as captured in a reference and on differences due to other 

factors that we know about and accept as being important. The difference of 3 g/day is 

about the difference between the 25* and 50th (and 50th and 75th) percentiles of the 

increments in the Iowa and IowaEels data,welson et al., 1989; Guo et al., 1991). The 

difference of 3 18 g is nearly as big as the difference in birth weight between low and very 

high altitude (Haas et al., 1982) and is about 50% larger than the effect of smoking during 
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gestation on birth weight of ,about 200 g (Institute of Medicine, 1990). From these 

perspectives, a difference of 3 g/day is meaningful. 

The next question, then, is whether differences smaller than 3 g/day are also 

meaningful. In the end, this is a matter of perspective and judgement, with little empirical 

research available,.for.guidance. An investigation of the criteria for judging growth 

faltering in infants suggested that a difference of,about Q.5 standard deviations was. 

clinically meaningful (Frongillo et al., 1990; Frongillo and Habicht, 1997). For weight 

gain during the first four months, this would correspond to a difference of about 2.5 g/day 

(about one-half of 5.3 g/day, see next paragraph). The direct applicability of these results 

to the evaluation of differences in, weight gain of new infant formulas is somewhat, open 

to question because: 1) the criterion of 0.5 standard deviations refe._rred to cross-sectional, 

variability (i.e., at an age) and not variability in increments, 2) the investigation was of 

infant growth after six months, not before, and 3) what is important at the individual level 

may not be indicative of what is,important at the population level. Nevertheless, it seems 

that the smallest meaningful difference is probably less than 3 g/day, perhaps 2.5 g/day, 

and possibly as low as 2.0 g/day or 212 g from 14 to 120 days. Another perspective on 

this can be obtained by examining results that have been found previously when 

comparing different formulas. Table 1 below presents the results on weight gain from 

birth to four months for,ahout. 263 infants (Roche et,al., 1993). “.__I a/, ,_.-, 

Breast-fed Good Start Isomil Similac 

Male infants 3220 3440 3170 3650 

Female infants 3000 3010 3020 3120 

: .* ll.* ,~ “‘ */ /,. . . . I 1, i/x-.* i *,,;^._ -ki;i-“(r ,. Xl ‘LL ,“k,, hii .,“i’.l a/ ‘il*, ,i**,~nY~*-,&‘a~ :+,: -, .Y:.$‘;‘,R,.>- >a; ,.; c_ ?~ ,r 
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The differences in weight gains among the three formulas for males of 210,270, and 480 

g seem important, but the largest difference for females of 120 does not. 

The choice of the smallest meaningful difference has implications for the sample 

size needed. The Academy of Pediatrics (1988) estimated the sample size of 28 needed 

per group on the basis of a one-tailed test at ~~0.05 with 80% power. The smallest 

meaningful difference used was 3 g/day and the standard deviation used was 4.5 g/day. 

This estimate of the standard devi,atio,n was ,attributed, to a personal communication with 

S.E. Nelson, but Nelson et al. (1989) subsequently reported a standard deviation of 5.3 

g/day (calculated by the current author by pooling the squares of the male and female 

standard deviations of 5.6 and 4.9). This standard deviation is consistent with that 

reported by Guo et al.. (1991) for weight gain over months 1 to 4. With this standard 

deviation, the sample size needed per group is 40, not 28. But, an argument can be made 

that the power of 80% is too low because it means that the test fails to reject the null 

hypothesis of no difference one-fifth of the time for which there truly is a difference of at 

least 3 g/day. Furthermore, we should be concerned about differences in weight gain in 

either direction. If the power is set at 90% and the test is two-tailed, then the sample size 

needed per group is 67. With these parameters, if the smallest meaningful difference is 2 

(rather than 3) g/day, then the sample size needed per group is 149. Table 2 (appended at 

end of paper) summarizes these results, along with other options for the choices of 

parameters (assuming a standard deviation of 5.3 g/day). 

Issue 3: TransformatioIy gfrqy, gag? meawrements into normalized indices ,,.M”,. _y-“,j .,.. i ,a___ /<*j. “i$“i, -x)., ii*l /B,.%? .‘*“-“-I . : #>“.\. .~~,“‘Y.~.. ,,*. ” L 

Normalized indices- are statistics generated by matching raw data measurements 

with reference values on se3 and-age. The most commonly used indices are z-scores. Z- 
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scores are obtained by taking the value of a growth measurement, subtracting the age- 

and sex-specific median taken from the reference, and dividing by the age- and sex- 

specific standard deviation taken from the reference. Z-scores -for weight-for-age (and 

sex), height-for-age (and sex), and weight-for-height (also sex-specific) are commonly 

used with infants. 

The primary purpose for using z-scores is descriptive. Z-scores allow a set of 

measurements from infants in a sample who may vary in age and sex to be combined 

together. The use of z-scores has greatly facilitated comparing the growth of groups of 

infants from one place to another and is also helpful for assessing the growth of 

individual infants (WHO, 1995). 

The use of z-scores for analytic purposes, however, can be problematic, especially 

when the pattern of growth in the reference, both in terms of central tendency (i.e., 

median) and variability (i.e., standard deviation), differs from the sample at hand over 

time because .of differential feeding mode and other factors (WHO Working Group on 

Infant Growth, 1995; Frongillo, 2001). Given that the current U.S. growth reference was 

constructed from a mixture of infants with regard to feeding mode, some differences in 

patterns will likely be present. Furthermore, as stated earlier, the medians and standard 

deviations in the U.S. reference (or any cross-sectional reference) are useful for assessing 

growth status at one time, but are less useful for assessing growth status over time. 

In the context of comparing infant formulas, the main rationale for using 

normalized indices--that se,x and age are adjusted-is not truly an advantage. Since 

infants in a typical study to compare the growth associated with different infant formulas 

would be measured at predefined, common ages, it is not necessary to adjust for variation 
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in ages when analyzing increments expressed in weight gain per day (i.e., weight gain 

over an interval divided by days in the interval) unless the ages of measurement are far 

from the nominal ages. Even if age adjustment is needed, this adjustment would be made 

either by the inclusion of covariates for age in the analysis or by interpolation and 

extrapolation using the time series of measurements. Furthermore, it is well established 

that the growth of male and female infants should be assessed separately because there is 

often a sex differential in the response of growth to different infant formulas (Academy 

of Pediatrics, 1988; Nelson et al., 1989; Roche et al., 1993; see Table 1 above). Since sex 

is an effect modifier, growth should be assessed separately for male and female infants 

and there is no need to adjust for sex as a covariate or through use of z-scores. 

Issue 4: Comparing with v,arious reference data sets 

A growth reference is a tool providing a common basis for purposes of 

comparison. The reference population should reflect the growth expected for children. .; 

About ten years ago, both National Center for Health Statistics/Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention (NCHSKDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO) 

independently but cooperatively began processes to extensively review the uses and 

interpretations of growth information. Included in these reviews was consideration ofthe, 

limitations of the then-current references. Although these reviews differed somewhat in 

process and outcomes, both reviews reached a consensus that there were ,a number~,of 

important limitations of the 1978 NCHS/CDC and 1983 WHO references. As a result of 

the recommendations from these revi-ews, both NCHS/CDC and WHO set out to 

construct new reference growth charts. 



In May 2000, NCHSKDC released revised reference growth charts for the United 

States (Kuczmarski et al., 2000). These charts were created with improved data and 

statistical curve smoothing techniques. Data were taken from five national health 

examination surveys collected from 1963 to 1994 and five supplementary sources. These 

were combined into one analytic data set to produce the reference growth charts. These 

data better represent racial and ethnic diversity in the United States than the previous 

reference, and contain a mixture of growth-data from infants who were breast- and 

formula-fed. The new reference growth charts were largely constructed using a 

descriptive approach, meaning that the reference portrays the growth that is expected of 

children in the population typically or on average, according to sex and age. Some 

aspects of a prescriptive approach were also taken, meaning that the reference portrays 

the growth that is expected of children who are healthy and well-nourished, and who 

have received proper care. Specifically, some data were excluded to avoid the influence 

of an increase in body weight that was observed in the more recent data. 

The international infant growth reference currently used (i.e., the 1983 WHO 

growth reference) was constructed primarily from the growth of formula-fed infants. 

Motivated in part by evidence that the growth patterns of breast- and formula-fed infants 

differ, especially in the first year of life, WHO and its member states have strongly 

endorsed the construction of a.new reference, and that it should reflect the growth 

expected of a population defined on the basis of having followed widely endorsed health 

and nutritional recommendations. To achieve this, WHO is conducting an intensive six- 

country study of children living in healthy environments to collect the necessary data. 

The new reference growth charts from this study will likely be completed in 3 years. An 
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important part of the rationale for constructing this new international growth reference is 

that it will improve the nutritional management of infants and lead to better support for 

breast-feeding and other accepted health practices. 

Another possible reference for use in the evaluation of new infant formulas is the 

Iowa data (Nelson et al., 1989) or combined Iowa and Fels data (Guo et al., 1991). The 

Iowa data are from normal, term white infants born to faculty and students at the 

University of Iowa between 1965 and 1987 and who were breast- or formula-fed. The 

Fels data are from white, normal birth weight infants born to families with a wide range 

of socioeconomic status in Ghio between I930 and 1987 and who,,vere,formula-fed. 

Whereas the current U.S. reference is useful for comparing the attained weight of infants 

to the U.S. population of infants, the Iowa and Fels data are useful for comparing the 

weight gain of infants because the longitudinal data have allowed the calculation of 

standard deviations and percentiles for weight gain. The measurement ages for the Iowa 

data best match the recommended timing of measurements for evaluating new formulas. 

Issue 5: Circumstances fayo.ring one type of comparison to another 

There is one circumstance where it may be particularly advantageous (and 

therefore compelling) to use a comparison to currently available data. If an organization 

wished to test one new infant* formula and also intended to test other new formulas near (1 */- _; -, j l.ll,_ ..“, ,, .u.. _,.“.j St., 

enough in time, then it would be efficient to sample infants from the same population 

(e.g., same geographic area, neighborhoods, or pediatric practices) for the whole series of 

studies, but without the need to repeat the sampling of a comparison group, As discussed 

earlier, the concern would be that the chara&r&iqs ,ofthe, later-samples might differ in . 

some important ways from the earlier samples. 



Summary 

Studies to compare new infant formulas withexisting formulas should use a 

design with a randomized, concurrent comparison group for the primary analysis. The 

sample size per group of 28 that has been recommended since I988 does not have 

sufficient power to detect meaningful differences in growth of even 3 g/day, and a larger 

sample size is needed. Furthermore, the smallest meaningful difference in growth might 

be 2 g/day. If this difference. is accepted, than a sample size substantially larger than 28 

per group is needed. The rec,ommendation for the smallest meaningful difference should 

be based on our best understanding of the biology and also on the regulatory, clinical, and I_ 

public health decisions that are to be.made, A cqmparison of attained weight for all 

groups at each measured age with the current U.S. reference, and rates of weight gain 

with the Iowa data, would also be useful for descriptive purposes. 
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Table 2. Sample size needed per group for assessing growth over the first four months 

assuming a standard deviation of 5.3 g/day (Nelson et al., 1989) and testing at ~~0.05, 

depending on the smallest meaningful difference, power, and one- or two-tailed test. 

Smallest Meaningful Differfhce Power (?A) Tails for test Sample size per group 

115 ~’ 80 1 156 

1.5’ 1 80 2 197 

--’ 1.5 90 1 245 

r ‘_ 
1.5 90 2 264 

’ 2.0 80 1 88 

-2.0 1 - 80 2 112 

i.d ^:.“’ 90 1 121 

2.0 90 2 149 

2.5 ” ‘. 80 1 57 

2.5 80 2 72 

2.5 I- 90 1 78 

2.5 ~ 90 2 96 

.’ ~ 3.0 80 1 ,I 28 

3.0 ‘, 
.1.I, . 

80 2 50 

3.0”’ I.’ 90 1 40 

’ ^ 3.0 >‘“~ 90 2 67 


